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SR-08-09-14 CC 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
RECOMMENDATION 
Recommends approval of the listed COURSE DELETIONS in the following colleges and/or schools: 
• COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
ANT 3 3 3 Linguistic Anthropology 3 hours 
Rationale: The Department has no linguist on staff to teach this class. To continue to offer a four-
field Anthropology program (encompassing: linguistic, socio-cultural & biological/physical 
anthropology and archaeology), we have talked with the Depaitment pf English, which has agreed to 
cross-list two existing linguistics classes with Anthropology. This way, we secure our students the 
very best teaching by specialists in the field and use our limited resources most efficiently. The 
classes to cross-list are ENG 478 Introduction to Sociolinguistics (as a required class) and ENG 475 
Introduction to Linguistics (as an elective). 
· CL 465 Ancient Greek Theatre Productiou 3 hours 
Rationale: We no longer have faculty to teach this course. 
SOC 428 Medical Sociology 3 hours 
Rationale: The course has not been taught in a few years given retirement of qualified instructor. A 
new course (SOC 362) is being created to replace this earlier course. The new course will be cross 
listed with ANT 362. 
• COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
GL Y 451 L Principles of Geomorphology Laboratory 1 hour 
Rationale: The proposed change will combine this lab with GL Y 451 (lecture) to form a 4-hour 
integrated lab/lecture. 
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